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The  project  is  composed  of  two  structures  enclosed in the same casing. On the left at the ground level there is  a  wide            
restaurant  and  a  bright  literary  cafe, while  going  up  to  the  first  floor  there   is  a   panoramic        terrace  where it is 
possible to enjoy a charming view. On the same level  there  is  an  open-air  cinema  that  offers  unforgettable  night  sky  
views.   On  The  right  structure   there  is   a   spa   surrounded   by   a  landscape   that          simulates   the  canyon  with 
adding   vegetation.  For  a  better  planning  it   was   necessary  to  reproduce   the   tridimensional  model  of  the  whole  
canyon  environment.  Evecanyon  environment.  Every   design   choice   was   driven  by  the   aim   of     creating   a  structure  that  is  not  visually       
and   ecologically   invasive.  Actually,   the   casing  of    red doussiè of Africa  that  covers  the  structures  is  intended  to        
recall  the  surrounding  rocks           morphology,  also  recalling  the  same  tonality, while   still  providing  both  excellent   
lighting.      From  the    ecological  point  of  view, we  have  chosen  a  wall  package  consisting  of:  cork   corkpan 100  
(shaved    coat),   canapalithos   350-30   (external    hemp   bracing),   toasted    cork    corkgran,   canapalithos   350-30               
(inte(internal   hemp   bracing),   canapafiber   40   (hemp  fiber),  canapalithos  clay 100 (shaved   in  the  natural  lime).  This       
type  of masonry  reaches  transmittance  values    suitable to  any  type  of  climate.  Furthermore,  we  have  chosen  an    
hybrid electric  system,  as  it  is  a  part  of   the   electrical   energy   derived   from   the   installation   of   an   intelligent                          
piezoelectric        external  paving,  that        transforms  in  electric   energy   each    single   human     step   into.   Energy        
integration    comes     from     standard    electric    distribution.   integration    comes     from     standard    electric    distribution.   Finally,    foundations do not affect the underlying ground,  
as  it   is  a   steel  slab  placed  directly  on  the ground. 
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